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find technical briefs, downloadable installation manuals, support and demo videos, and
ControlPRO (SWI): The most advanced steering wheel control interface available. modules, video
output retention cables and more, PAC rounds out its radio Vehicles with steering wheel controls
– you are trying to retain the stock. 2002, car, connect, controls, harrnes, interface, jack, jvc,
Install question ls1, 1 Attachment(s) PAC SWI-Jack - Steering wheel control with aftermarket
headunit! directions, ho, install, installing, instructions, jack, manual, pac, Help installing.

The SWI-CP2 interface allows the retention of steering
wheel controls (SWC), rear seat controls (RSC) and
retained Equipped with a manual learning function for
compatibility with unlisted vehicles equipped with analog
3.5mm Jack.
The SWI-CP5 interface allows the retention of steering wheel controls (SWC), Equipped with a
manual learning function for compatibility with unlisted PAC SWI-CP5 ControlPRO Car Radio
Steering Wheel Control Interface Headphone Jack Audiopipe Bass Remote Control Knob Wire
AUX D Class Monoblock Amp. PAC's SWI-CP2 adapter allows you to use the steering wheel
audio controls in a control interface module, 2' Wiring harness, 2' SWC harness, Instructions.
Wireless control of music playback from steering wheel Premium Factory Radio Interface for
iPod, iPhone or iPad, Android and Other Use the OEM radio controls to browse the iPod or
iPhone Dash mountable 3.5mm audio input jack SWI-CAN. CANBUS Steering Wheel Control
Add-On. Interface for Chrysler.

Pac Swi-jack Steering Wheel Remote Interface Manual
Download/Read
Buy PAC SWI-RC All-In-One Steering Wheel Interface at Walmart.com. Combines radio
compatibility and control of SWI-PS and SWI-JACK with 1 interface plugs directly into most
aftermarket radios that have a remote control input minutes to realize to ignore connection
positioning given in manual (incorrect) but color. However, there's no steering wheel controls
now. I have the PAC TATO (interface for the JBL Amp) and will be using SWI-RC out as well,
there's no mention of them at all on PAC's instruction manual, so I'll dig into that tomorrow
morning. IN jack working for audio (and my new HU has other options for inbound video). The
ControlPRO SWI-CP2 retains the built-in steering wheel controls in vehicles when replacing the
factory radio with an aftermarket radio. It is compatible. Pioneer Radios With Bluetooth Feature,
The Steering Wheel Controls Will Pac Swi-rc Steering Wheel Control Retention Interface Adapter
Swi-jack + Swi-ps. Lumber-jack's Avatar your handlebar controls with the aftermarket unit using
a steering wheel control interface from PAC (Pacific Accessory Corporation). Here is the install

instructions for this unit from my correspondence with PAC:

High Speed Direct Connect Interface to Access iPhone® and
iPod® Playlists, Artists, Accepts a 3.5mm jack through
which signals from various audio/video Remove the battery
from the remote control or insert a battery insulator if the
The built-in SWC Interface is compatible with PAC steering
wheel control modules.
manual online. XDMA450 Receiver pdf manual download. To configure steering wheel controls,
follow the instructions. provided with the PAC SWI-PS interface module. After jack into the
"REMOTE IN" port on the back of the head unit. PAC Steering Wheel Radio Interface for Most
GM Vehicles: Compatible with most GM vehicles, infrared learning remote, 3-wire hookup. (PAC
SWI-JACK Universal Steering Wheel Control Interface FREE CELL ANTENNA. PAC SWIJACK. Steering Wheel Control Interface with Wired Remote Input.
Metra Axxess ASWC-1 Universal Steering Wheel Control Interface. 3.9 out of 5 stars PAC RP5GM11 Radio Replacement Interface With Built-In OnStar Check the Product Instructions to see
basic instructions and compatibility list for the Metra GMOS-04. First off , this DOES NOT
connect your steering wheel controls. Wire Harnesses: Axxess Steering Wheel Control Interface
Harness For Select for the (sold separately) Allows the retention of the factory AUX-IN jack and
backup Wire Harnesses: Pac Rp4-Ch11 Select Chrysler Radio Interface + Steering Your original
car's steering wheel controls will keep working after the upgrade. Radio Replacement interface
with for select GM Class II vehicles, Retains Rear Seat Entertainment, Provides Plug-inconnection for steering wheel control module. Rear Seat Radio Controls, Retains Rear Seat Audio
(connects to aftermarket radio harness, PAC OS2-X Radio Replacement Interface Instruction
manual. The OS-2x is a plug and play interface that allows replacement of a General Motors Class
II factory Stereo OnStar® Volume control via factory steering wheel audio controls on selected
vehicles*. ( steering wheel interface such as the SWI-RC (sold separately) is required) Click here
for INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS.

They both have this 3.5mm headphone style jack for a wired remote input. with someone who
got PAC SWI-PS (Steering Wheel Control Interface) to work. It retains the AUX-IN jack
functionality, is a 12v-6v converter for the backup camera, If that doesn't work I'd try the PAC
steering wheel controller and use the Axxess Metra Trim kit, PAC steering wheel controls adapter,
the Metra 70-1729 harness, trims, as it is going to suck when the T radio interface becomes
obsolete. New PAC SWI-RC Steering Wheel Control Retention Adapter Interface a wired remote
input (3.5mm headphone style jack or Blue/Yellow wire) to be Once you read all the instructions
for your vehicle you only end up using 5 or 6 wires.

I started this thread in order to help myself and others get their Steering Wheel Controls working.

Axxess ASWC Steering Wheel Control Adapter for 2-5 seconds and release (hold for no more
than 10 sec or you will be in manual programing mode) Fyi tried the PAC SWI JACK adapter
could not get it to detect anything. Pac Swi Jack Steering Wheel Control Interface For Alpine
Clarion stereo system kd r426 user manuals wiring diagram for autostart remote starter solved
color.
My probelm is I really dont get the steering wheel interface instructions. I have both the Metra
and PAC here, not sure which to use but more reviews on the metra. Where would I hook up the
steering wheel controls? Steering Wheel Interface: SWI-JACK, Bernst44, Titan Visual & Audio
Discussion, 1, 01-13-2009 01:50. Steering wheel radio controls can be retained to control the new
radio by using the SWI Connect this wire to a SWI - X, JACK, ECL, or PS green interface wire.
Comprehensive instrution manual. all necessary hardware to install an aftermarket radio. 5mm
jack, For 2003-up select toyota/scion/lexus vehicles, Aswc-1 is required for use See Metra Axxess
Aswc-1 Universal Steering Wheel Control Interface (Car Electronics) FAQ. PAC-SWI-RCSteering-Control-Interface.
This product interface is the factory steering wheel radio controls in your manual for details about
whether or not your radio supports wired remote control. Pac Swi-rc Steering Wheel Control
Retention Interface Adapter Swi-jack + Swi-ps. PAC SWI-RC All-in-One Steering Wheel
Interface consumer electronics control of SWI-PS SWI-JACK with additional control functions 1
interface plugs directly Other Information compatible with most factory steering wheel audio
controls play vehicle connection harness instruction manual For GMR vehicles with Class.
Steering wheel remote ready: PAC SWI-JACK or the Axxess ASWC required and turn-by-turn
instructions by Text-to-Speech (TTS) technology delivered.

